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PUBLICATIONS

• *Gothic: In the (diachronic and typological) comparison* (Book Review) *DIACHRONICA*
  Book Review Authored by: Robinson, O. W.
  2014; 31 (2): 286–90

• *From Phonology of Syntax: Pronominal Cliticization in Otfrid's Evangelienbuch.* (Book Review) *JOURNAL OF GERMANIC LINGUISTICS*
  Book Review Authored by: Robinson, O. W.
  2011; 23 (1): 87-93

• *Grimm Language Grammar, Gender and Genuineness in the Fairy Tales Concluding remarks* *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 171–73

• *A linguistic look at the Children's and Household Tales* *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 1–4

• *The Six Swans* *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 7–21

• *German from where?* *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 23–36

• *Possession* *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 37–50

• *Forms of address* *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 51–71

• *Reports and omissions* *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
2010: 73–83

- **Appearance**  *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 107–28

- **Nouns (and their adjectives)**  *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 85–106

- **Moral states and mental dispositions**  *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 129–40

- **Gender and the use of pronouns**  *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 151–70

- **Industry and intelligence**  *GRIMM LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, GENDER AND GENUINENESS IN THE FAIRY TALES*
  Robinson, O. W., Robinson, O.
  2010: 141–50

- **Reading in Medieval St. Gall (Book Review)**  *JOURNAL OF GERMANIC LINGUISTICS*
  Book Review Authored by: Robinson, O. W.

- **The Germanic Languages (Book Review)**  *DIACHRONICA*
  Book Review Authored by: Robinson, O. W.
  2008; 25 (1): 122-129

- **Language and history in the early Germanic world (Book Review)**  *JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND GERMANIC PHILOLOGY*
  Book Review Authored by: ROBINSON, O. W.
  2000; 99 (3): 412-414

- **The phonology of German (Book Review)**  *JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND GERMANIC PHILOLOGY*
  Book Review Authored by: ROBINSON, O. W.
  1998; 97 (2): 291-294

- **THE GERMANIC LANGUAGES - KONIG,E, VANDERAUWERA,J (Book Review)**  *JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND GERMANIC PHILOLOGY*
  Book Review Authored by: ROBINSON, O. W.
  1996; 95 (3): 382-385

- **A HISTORY OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE - GERMAN - SCHMIDT,W (Book Review)**  *JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND GERMANIC PHILOLOGY*
  Book Review Authored by: ROBINSON, O. W.
  1995; 94 (4): 609-611

- **VERB-1ST POSITION IN THE OLD-HIGH-GERMAN ISIDOR TRANSLATION**  *JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND GERMANIC PHILOLOGY*
  ROBINSON, O. W.
  1994; 93 (3): 356-373

- **HISTORICAL GERMANIC VERB MORPHOLOGY - FULLERTON,GL (Book Review)**  *GERMAN QUARTERLY*
  Book Review Authored by: ROBINSON, O. W.
  1979; 52 (1): 99-101

- **ABDUCTIVE CHANGE IN A PARSING MODEL OF PHONOLOGY**  *LINGUA*
  ROBINSON, O. W.
  1978; 46 (4): 329-338

- **RULE ORDERING IN A PARSING MODEL OF PHONOLOGY**  *COMMUNICATION AND COGNITION*
  ROBINSON, O. W.
1978; 11 (3-4): 405-425

- **UPSIDE-DOWN PHONOLOGY** *LANGUAGE*
  LEIBEN, W. R., ROBINSON, O. W.

- **SCATTERED RULE IN SWISS GERMAN** *LANGUAGE*
  ROBINSON, O. W.
  1976; 52 (1): 148-162

- **ABSTRACT PHONOLOGY AND HISTORY OF UMLAUT** *LINGUA*
  ROBINSON, O. W.
  1975; 37 (1): 1-29